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a b s t r a c t

Transmission potential of a pathogen, often quantified by the time-varying reproduction
number Rt, provides the current pace of infection for a disease and indicates whether an
emerging epidemic is under control. In this study, we proposed a novel method, EpiMix,
for Rt estimation, wherein we incorporated the impacts of exogenous factors and random
effects under a Bayesian regression framework. Using Integrated Nested Laplace Approx-
imation, EpiMix is able to efficiently generate reliable, deterministic Rt estimates. In the
simulations and case studies performed, we further demonstrated the method's robust-
ness in low-incidence scenarios, together with other merits, including its flexibility in
selecting variables and tolerance of varying reporting rates. All these make EpiMix a
potentially useful tool for real-time Rt estimation provided that the serial interval distri-
bution, time series of case counts and external influencing factors are available.

© 2023 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi
Communications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The recurrence of infectious diseases can cause great losses to both a country's economy and society (Allen et al., 2017).
COVID-19, for example, has been an on-going global pandemic (WHO, 2020) for over three years to date after the first known
case appeared in Wuhan, China in December 2019 (Jiang et al., 2020). Countries around the world have gone through several
epidemic waves with the emergence of the Delta and Omicron variants (Kupferschmidt &Wadman, 2021; Viana et al., 2022),
despite increasing vaccination coverage and various nonpharmaceutical interventions being implemented. The downside to
disease management and containment measures has been the substantial healthcare, economic, social and environmental
burdens that resulted (Chakraborty & Maity, 2020; Kano et al., 2021; Pfefferbaum & North, 2020), requiring the under-
standing of epidemic trajectories for the effective planning of resource distributions. The modelling and forecasting of
ongoing virus transmission rates is therefore necessary to guide policymakers in establishing appropriate control measures
and epidemic exit strategies.

Epidemic transmissibility can be measured using the basic reproduction number R0 (Dietz, 1993), defined as the average
number of secondary cases generated by an infected individual in an otherwise fully susceptible population. The time-varying
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analogue, Rt , represents the population-level transmission potential at time t, tracking the evolution of disease trans-
missibility throughout the epidemic. The metric Rt is widely used for assessing epidemic control, with a threshold of 1 or
greater indicating epidemic growth.

A variety of methods have been proposed to estimate Rt . A likelihood-based approach was utilized by Wallinga & Teunis,
2004 (Wallinga & Teunis, 2004) to reconstruct infection networks and derive Rt estimates for the original SARS epidemic,
while EpiEstim by Cori et al. (Cori et al., 2013) calculates real-time Rt estimates with a Poissonmodel from a backward-looking
perspective. Both methods are simple and generic, making few assumptions using incidence data and serial interval distri-
butions but struggling in providing estimates when case counts are low. This limitation, however, was addressed by EpiFilter,
a recursive Bayesian smoother presented by Parag (Parag, 2021), who introduced constraints on the variation between
neighboring Rt s.

Another method for Rt estimation, proposed by Flaxman et al. in 2020, utilizes death data and obtains estimates of
transmission potential from the product of the basic reproduction number and effects of diverse interventions, assuming this
would have a direct and immediate impact on Rt s (Flaxman et al., 2020). Although reported deaths are a more transparent
data source compared to daily case counts, time lags from infection to death are an important issue. Furthermore, when the
number of deaths is small, stochasticity may make estimation challenging.

In previous work, the authors developed EpiRegress to provide real-time Rt estimation (Jin et al., 2022), wherein the time-
varying reproduction number is taken to be the product of the effects of a diverse set of exogenous factors, including but not
limited to mobility patterns and non-pharmaceutical interventions, and is linked to daily case counts through a negative
binomial relationship. EpiRegress showed that the introduction of external data can effectively reduce uncertainty in the
estimation of Rt in low-incidence scenarios. Fluctuations in Rt , however, may not always be fully captured due to the complex
interplay of assorted social, economic, and political factors.

In this paper, we extend the work of Cori et al., Parag, Flaxman et al., and Jin et al. and propose a new method, EpiMix, to
estimate Rt . Similar to EpiRegress, EpiMix is constructed using a Bayesian generalized linear regression framework, but with
random noise incorporated for each individual time step. We use Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) (Rue et al.,
2009, 2023) for parameter estimation. The algorithm's high computational speed enables us to obtain estimates within
seconds, making EpiMix a practical and efficient tool for the nowcasting of real-time transmission potential.

We further demonstrate the robustness of EpiMix by leveraging case studies of COVID-19 incidence in Singapore and New
Zealand, along with simulations, which involves different datasets for inference where changes in reporting rates occur. An R
function has been made available, EpiMix (link: https://github.com/ShihuiJin/EpiMix), which can be utilized to estimate
epidemic trajectories and the risk of resurgence.

2. Materials and methods

We begin by describing the formulation of the statistical model EpiMix which uses a Bayesian generalized linear
regression framework incorporating the effects of exogenous factors and random effects. We then describe a simulation study
in which we simulate data generated by known, synthetic Rt s, which are designed around empirical data from New South
Wales, Australia. In the simulation study, we then fit EpiMix to the synthetic outbreaks to evaluate estimation errors. Finally,
we apply EpiMix to estimate Rt for two low-incidence settings with unknown Rt s: Singapore and New Zealand.

2.1. Statistical model

Following Cori et al.‘s work (Cori et al., 2013), we denote the serial interval distribution asws, which is the probability that
one infected individual infects a susceptible person at time step (which we take to be days) s ¼ 1;2;3/ after being infected
(ws is a probability mass function of s that only take positive values at positive integer points and

P∞
s¼1ws ¼ 1). The total

infection potential at time step t, Lt , can therefore be expressed as

Lt ¼
Xt�1

s¼1

wsIt�s; (1)

where It is the total number of new cases at time t.
The expected number of local cases reported at time step t is the product of Rt and the total infection potential at that time,

Lt , i.e.,

EIt ¼RtLt ¼ Rt
Xt�1

s¼1

wsIt�s: (2)
With the given case counts and corresponding serial interval, under the assumption that the reporting ratedthe pro-
portion of newly notified cases among all new infectionsdis always constant (though see later for a sensitivity analysis), the
number of cases reported at time step t, It , is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with mean RtLt . In short,
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�
It
��� I1:ðt�1Þ;ws;Rt

�
� PoissonðRtLtÞ: (3)
Meanwhile, by assuming that Rt is being driven by various exogenous factors at time step t, such as people's mobility
patterns and policies implemented, we consider the following relationship between Rt and the corresponding covariates Xt,

as

log Rt ¼Xt,bþ aþ εt ; (4)

where a is the intercept, b ¼ ðb1; b2;/; bpÞT is the vector of regression coefficients and the εt s are independent and iden-
tically Gaussian distributed random variables with mean 0 and unknown variance s2. Each log mt ¼ E ðlog RtÞ is thus a linear
combination of the corresponding X covariates' values at time step t for the vector Xt,, while Rt can be taken as a function of
the covariate coefficients and random effect. Both a and each entry of b are assigned an uninformative Gaussian prior with
mean 0 and variance 1000 while the prior for s2 is a Gamma distribution with shape and rate parameters as 1 and 0.00005
respectively.

The generalized linear model is outlined in Fig. 1. The parameters a, b and the Rt s are estimated concurrently using INLA
(Rue et al., 2017, 2023), wherein the marginal posterior distribution of each individual parameter is derived through Laplace
approximation with a grid strategy. We also compute 95% credible intervals (CrI) to reflect the uncertainty of the model
parameters.

2.2. Datasets used

For covariates which impact Rt , we collected known extraneous drivers including mobility, epidemiological and policy-
related data to build a covariate matrix X, described later. In simulations to assess the model's performance, we used
datasets for New South Wales for one year's time period from October 1, 2020 to September 30, 2021. For mobility data,
Google's Community Mobility Reports (Google, 2020) were used which record differences in overall visitation patters across
time. For policy-related data, the Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT) (Hale et al., 2021) was utilized,
providing detail on travel restriction and non-pharmaceutical interventions. Detailed descriptions of the 20 variables
included from these two sources are listed in the supplementary materials (SI Table S1).

Information of daily vaccine doses administered for New South Wales was obtained from the Australian website COVID
LIVE (Macali, 2023), which compiled data from media releases and websites of state health departments. The proportion of
cases of the more transmissible B.1.617.2 (Delta) variant (Liu & Rockl€ov, 2021) was also included as a candidate factor from
GISAID (Re3data.Org, 2012). Additionally, data for three weather covariatesddaily maximum temperature, rainfall and solar
exposuredwere obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology, Australia (Bureau of Meteorology Australia, 2021). To better
evaluate the impact of each individual covariate, columns in the X matrices were standardized to mean 0, variance 1 prior to
analysis.
Fig. 1. Model schematic: relationship between different variables. Black arrowed lines represent the relationship in reality, while the green dashed, arrowed lines
indicate how the parameters are estimated.
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Analogous datasets were collected for two case studies for Singapore and New Zealand except for vaccination data which
were extracted from covidvax.live (Redfern, 2021), an online platform that shows real-time statistics on vaccine doses
registered worldwide. Daily COVID-19 case counts from January 01, 2021 until December 31, 2021 were obtained from
government health websites (Ministry of Health New Zealand, 2021;Ministry of Health Singapore, 2021). These two countries
were chosen as examples with stringent containment measures and relatively small outbreak sizes, exhibiting lower case
counts (Fig. S1) which allows for EpiMix's performance to be evaluated for the more challenging situation of low case counts.
For Singapore, cases reported in migrant worker dormitories in Singapore were not taken into account as they were largely
segregated from the rest of the community at the time (Ministry of Manpower Singapore, 2023) and the high density ac-
commodation settings caused different transmission patterns. We also assumed for the main analysis that imported cases
were largely captured and isolated as border controls were highly restrictive for both countries over this period. In subsequent
sensitivity analyses however, we tested this assumption.

3. Simulations

Since Rt s are not observable in reality, we used simulations to validate EpiMix's capacity in recovering the transmission
potential. We also assessed the impact of violations of the original settings of the model, including omitted or extraneous
covariates and changing the default inference window or the reporting rates. We also tested the approach in a low-incidence
scenario to see how much the precision would be degraded by small denominators.

To achieve these goals, we began by creating pseudo datasets of one year's mt s (i.e., exponential of the expected logarithm
of Rt s) from the mobility, epidemiological and policy data of New South Wales between October 1, 2020 and September 30,
2021. Based on the simulated datasets, we further generated Rt s and incidence curves which we used for Rt estimation and
comparison. The involved methods and outcomes are as follows.

3.1. Generation of simulated mt , Rt and It values

We derived the covariate matrix X from datasets of New South Wales aforementioned, standardizing each column and
removing columns with constant values. We arbitrarily selected a corresponding coefficient vector b ¼ ðb1; b2;/; bpÞT .
Together with a simulated intercept a, we calculated the log-expectation of the Rt s, represented as log mt ; by

log mt ¼Xt� � bþ a ¼ aþ
Xp
i¼1

Xtibi; (5)

where t ¼ 1;2;3/365 is the day involved. Based on the simulated mt s, we further obtained the Rts by

Rt ¼mt � expðεtÞ; (6)

where εt s are randomly generated values from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.3. Values for
these parameters were chosen to create a plausible Rt function fluctuating around 1.

By assigning an initial value to I0, the subsequent daily case count, It (t >1) was therefore generated as

It � Poisson

 
Rt

Xminðt;50Þ

s¼1

wsIt�s

!
(7)

where fwsg is the vector for the serial interval distribution.

3.2. Evaluation of the estimation results

Let bRt be the point estimate of the effective reproduction number at time t and Rsimt be the corresponding simulated ‘true’
values. To assess the model fits, we considered mean absolute error (MAE) and mean percentage error (MAPE). More spe-
cifically, over the time interval ½t1; t2� when we wished to check the estimation errors, we calculated

MAERð½t1; t2�Þ¼
1

t2 � t1 þ 1

Xt¼t2
t¼t1

�����bRt � Rsimt

�����; (8)
and

MAPERð½t1; t2�Þ¼
1

t2 � t1 þ 1

Xt¼t2
t¼t1

�����bRt � Rsimt

�����
,

Rsimt : (9)
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We further used successful coverage rate (SCR) to assess the percentage of Rsimt s that fell in the 95% credible interval (CrI)
of the posterior predictive distribution of Rt , ½bR0:025

t , bR0:975
t �, where bRa

t denotes the a-th quantile of that distribution. The SCR
for Rt over the interval ½t1; t2� was then

SCRRð½t1; t2�Þ¼
1

t2 � t1 þ 1

Xt2
t¼t1

1
Rsim
t 2½R̂0:025

t ;R̂
0:975
t �: (10)

0:025 0:975
Similarly, for the point estimate of mt ¼ exp ½Eðlog RtÞ�, bmt , the 95% CrI ½bmt ; bmt � and the simulated true msimt , we had

MAEmð½t1; t2�Þ¼
1

t2 � t1 þ 1

Xt2
t¼t1

�����bmt � msimt

�����; (11)

1 Xt2

��� ���,
MAPEIð½t1; t2�Þ¼ t2 � t1 þ 1 t¼t1
��bmt � msimt �� msimt ; (12)

and
SCRmð½t1; t2�Þ¼
1

t2 � t1 þ 1

Xt2
t¼t1

1
msim
t 2½m̂0:025

t ;m̂0:975
t �: (13)
We also had, for the estimated expected number of case count on day t, bIt and the corresponding Isimt ,

MAEIð½t1; t2�Þ¼
1

t2 � t1 þ 1

Xt2
t¼t1

�����bIt � Isimt

�����; (14)

and
MAPEIð½t1; t2�Þ¼
1

t2 � t1 þ 1

Xt2
t¼t1

�����bI t � Isimt

�����
,

Isimt : (15)
3.3. Validation of EpiMix using simulated datasets

Using the method above and one randomly generated set of ða;bÞ, we simulated 10 synthetic datasets of Rt s (Fig. S2) and
for each time series of Rt s 10 corresponding sets of daily case counts. For every synthetic incidence curve, we performed
estimation with EpiMix and compared estimates with simulated values (Fig. S3). On average, we found the mean absolute
error for mt estimates to be 0.11 (11.9% of true values) and for Rt 0.18 (21.1%). Predicted case counts (mean of the Poisson
distribution) had an average of 1.2 (0.16%) deviation from the observed values. The SCR for Rt estimates were all above 95%.

3.4. Adaptable variable selection

We simulated an incidence curve with a maximum case count smaller than 400 (Fig. S4), based on which we evaluated
influence of changes in variable selection on estimations by EpiMix. We ran different sets of covariates to form six model
candidates (Table S2). The candidates (1), (5) and (6) represent scenarios where a plethora of data are available for modelling
whereas (2) e (4) were run to compare model performance with data scarcity. The versions of the X matrix we used to draw
inference are as follows:

(1) Full: with all covariates (24 in total);
(2) Mobility-driven: only mobility related covariates;
(3) Reduced: all but covariates on health measures;
(4) Hybrid: subset of the full model with half of the covariates from each category (mobility, epidemiological, closure, and

containment, economic measures and health measures);
(5) Weather-added: with 3 additional weather covariates apart from those in the full model;
(6) Mis-specified: with 3 additional weather covariates but lacking covariates regarding health measures.

When comparing between estimates and observations (Table 1), fits of Rt and mt were equally good for all but themobility-
driven model (2) and the hybrid subset model (4). More specifically, for all the models, around 95% of the observations fell in
the estimated 95% CrIs for Rt and the MAE of Rt estimations was approximately 0.18, which covered 21% of the observed
values. The MAEs for mt estimates were all around 0.11 for different models but only 65% and 83% of the estimates for the
708



Table 1
Fits of Rt and mt in terms of mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and successful coverage rate (SCR) when different models
were used for estimation. The assessment window was from day 1 to day 365 and posterior means were used as point estimates.

Model Variant Fit of Rt : MAE (MAPE) Fit of Rt : SCR(%) Fit of mt : MAE (MAPE) Fit of mt : SCR (%)

Full 0.182 (21.1%) 97.8 0.110 (11.9%) 96.7
Mobility-driven 0.186 (21.2%) 97.3 0.116 (11.7%) 65.2
Reduced 0.182 (21.1%) 97.8 0.115 (12.3%) 95.3
Hybrid 0.183 (21.1%) 94.8 0.119 (12.1%) 82.7
Weather-added 0.180 (20.9%) 97.0 0.114 (12.3%) 96.4
Mis-specified 0.181 (20.9%) 97.0 0.103 (11.0%) 96.7
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mobility-driven model and the hybrid subset model fell within the 95% CrIs, which is significantly lower than the expected
proportion of 95%.

Since multiple covariates in the X matrix are likely to be strongly correlated and the exclusion of various factors may not
substantially influence estimation preciseness, we applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the X matrices (Fig. S5) in
versions (1)e(6) to obtain scenarios (7)e(12) by utilizing the formula

XPCA ¼X � A; (16)

where A is the rotation matrix made up of the eigenvectors of X.
We then selected the first 15 or 10 principal components for each model (i.e., the first 15 or 10 columns of XPCA) and

performed estimations with EpiMix respectively (SI Table S3, S4). Fits were alike across the model variants, and the SCRs of Rt
estimates remained high (>95%) despite decreases in the number of PCs selected. For mt s however, fewer simulated values fell
in the 95% CrIs when the number of selected PCs was reduced. More specifically, for the full, weather-added andmis-specified
models, in which the number of covariates far exceeded 15, SCR fell by around 5% when we used 15 PCs in comparison to no
PCA, and when the number of PCs was reduced from 15 to 10.

To explore EpiMix's performance when we omitted from the fitted model some PCs which contributed to Rt , we addi-
tionally simulated a similar set of mt s from the first 15 columns of XPCA; i.e., the first 15 PCs of the original X covariates, and
generated a new time series of Rt s as well as cases using the same noise (Fig. S6). We then estimated Rt s using the unadjusted
full model and with 5, 10 and 15 PCs (Table 2). This showed that Rt did not significantly differ when a reduced set of the more
important PCs were used. Estimations of mt s however had the greatest MAE (as well as MAPE) without PCA, though the SCR
was the highest among the four model variants. To further investigate the exact relationship between number of uncorrelated
variables included and estimation errors, we gradually increased the number of PCs in the model and performed estimations
with EpiMix, finding a decreasing trend in the MAPE for mt estimates for the first few increments (Fig. 2).
3.5. The impact of inference window length

To assess the influence of inference window length on estimation accuracy, we chose a set of candidate window lengths,
T ¼ f90;120;150;…;330;360g, and evaluated each candidate's performance. Using the same incidence curve as we did when
testing variable selection (Fig. S5), for a fixed window of Dt2T days, we estimated the Rt s and mt s with EpiMix for the time
intervals ½1;Dt�, ½2;1 þ Dt�, ½3;2 þ Dt�… ½366 � Dt;365�. We then calculated theMAE andMAPE for each estimation and obtain
the mean error for each inference window length as the mean of MAE or MAPE for Rt and mt by averaging over the different
time intervals involved respectively, i.e.,

ErrRðDtÞ¼
1

366� Dt

X366�Dt

i¼1

MAERð½i; i�1þDt�Þ; (17)
Table 2
Fits of Rt and mt in terms of mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and successful coverage rate (SCR) when different model
variants were used for estimation andwhen XPCA were used to simulate case counts. The assessment windowwas from day 1 to day 365 and posteriormeans
were used as point estimates.

Model Variant Fit of Rt : MAE (MAPE) Fit of Rt : SCR(%) Fit of mt : MAE (MAPE) Fit of mt : SCR (%)

Full model 0.140 (15.7%) 95.3 0.117 (12.6%) 95.1
Model with all the 15 PCs 0.140 (15.7%) 95.3 0.105 (11.5%) 89.3
Model with the first 10 PCs 0.142 (15.7%) 95.3 0.095 (10.5%) 88.2
Model with the first 5 PCs 0.139 (15.6%) 95.3 0.111 (11.4%) 74.0
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Fig. 2. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for Rt and mt estimates. We began with one randomly selected covariates (in this case is the principal compo-
nents) and afterwards included one more unselected in the model each time until all the covariates were selected.
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ErrmðDtÞ¼ 1
366� Dt

X366�Dt

i¼1

MAERð½i; i�1þDt�Þ; (18)

1 X366�Dt
ErrpRðDtÞ¼366� Dt
i¼1

MAPERð½i; i�1þDt�Þ; (19)
and

ErrpmðDtÞ¼
1

366� Dt

X366�Dt

i¼1

MAPEmð½i; i�1þDt�Þ: (20)
Overall, variation in the mean error of mt was much larger than that of Rt , where the former declined over time at a greater
ratewith an average decrease of 0.9% for each 0.1% change in the latter. For mt, the error was highest at 22%when the inference
length was 90 days, decreasing to 8% at a 360-day window, while the error for Rt first reduced, reached a minimal value of
18.1% at 180 days, and rose thereafter to an even higher value of 21% (Fig. 3).

To avoid the possible bias introduced by the selection of assessment window, i.e., the reference values to calculate the
errors, we further used EpiMix to estimate Rt s and mt s by fixing the right end of inference window at day 365 and changing
the left end from day 1 to day 276. We calculatedMAEs andMAPEs of the estimates over a fixed 90-day interval ½275;365� and
found that for different inference window lengths, the MAPE for Rt estimates remained relatively constant at around 30%,
Fig. 3. Fits of Rt and mt when the length of inference window differed. Y-axis denotes the mean of mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) of the estimates.
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while there was a distinguishable increasing trend in MAPE for mt from 8% to 21% as the starting time for estimation was
postponed and the inference window was shortened (Fig. S7).

3.6. Effects of reporting rates

Though we set them to be constant in previous simulations, reporting rates are likely to change throughout the inference
window. To explore the effect of such changes on estimations, we set the reporting rate for the first day as baseline and
considered the relative reporting rate, i.e.,

rt ¼ rrealt

rreal1

(21)
We considered scenarios with continuously increasing, decreasing, or fluctuating reporting rates by designing different
functional forms that characterized a diverse set of behaviors. Specifically, if the change in rt is monotonic (i.e., increasing or
decreasing), for t � t1, we let

rt ¼ exp
h
aðminðt; t2Þ � t1 þ 1Þb

i
; (22)

where a; b are parameters to characterize the changes, t1 and t2 are the days when the rate begins and stops to change

respectively. To be more specific, b ¼ 1 if the change is small and b ¼ 1:35 if it is large; a>0 if the trend is increasing while if
decreasing, a<0; jaj ¼ 0:001 if the change is gradual, jaj ¼ 0:1 if the change is small and sharp and jaj ¼ 0:2 if the change is
large and sharp. For the case when rt is fluctuating from day t1 to t2, however, we considered the model

rt ¼ expf0:2 sin½0:05ðminðt; t2Þ� t1 þ1Þ�g: (23)
For each scenario, we let t1 be either one or some values in f1;100;200g and t2 in f203;207;299;365g (Fig. S8). The
observed case count on day t was rounded to the nearest integer after calculating it as

Iobservedt ¼ It � rt (24)
Using the same set of Rt s and mt s as previous subsections, we simulated another incidence curve with a maximum daily
case count exceeding 12,000 (Fig. S9). We performed estimations with EpiMix for the diverse scenarios (Fig. S8) and observed
increasing errors, but the fits of both Rt and mt were not significantly worse if the inference window was chosen to be a year,
from the first day to day 365 (Table 3).
Table 3
Fits of Rt and mt in terms of mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and successful coverage rate (SCR) when reporting rates
were changed in different ways. The assessment window was from day 1 to day 365 and posterior means were used as point estimates.

Changes in reporting rate Fit of Rt : MAE (MAPE) Fit of Rt : SCR(%) Fit of mt : MAE (MAPE) Fit of mt : SCR (%)

Increase Small & gradual from D1 0.183 (20.9%) 94.5 0.110 (11.8%) 97.0
Small & gradual from D100 0.184 (21.1%) 95.9 0.110 (11.8%) 97.0
Large & gradual from D1 0.200 (22.4%) 73.2 0.105 (11.4%) 99.2
Large & gradual from D100 0.192 (21.7%) 86.6 0.106 (11.4%) 98.4
Small & gradual from D100 to D299 0.182 (21.0%) 96.4 0.111 (11.9%) 96.7
Small & gradual from D200 to D299 0.182 (21.0%) 96.4 0.111 (11.9%) 96.7
Large & gradual from D100 to D299 0.190 (21.4%) 88.2 0.105 (11.3%) 98.4
Large & gradual from D200 to D299 0.186 (21.9%) 99.2 0.114 (12.3%) 95.3
Small & sharp from D200 to D203 0.188 (21.3%) 94.5 0.107 (11.5%) 97.8
Large & sharp from D200 to D207 0.207 (22.9%) 82.2 0.098 (10.6%) 99.2

Decrease Small & gradual from D1 0.183 (21.6%) 98.6 0.110 (11.9%) 96.7
Small & gradual from D100 0.182 (21.3%) 97.8 0.111 (11.9%) 96.2
Large & gradual from D1 0.235 (27.8%) 99.5 0.131 (14.0%) 93.7
Large & gradual from D100 0.201 (23.8%) 99.2 0.118 (12.7%) 94.5
Small & gradual from D100 to D299 0.183 (21.3%) 97.8 0.111 (12.0%) 96.2
Small & gradual from D200 to D299 0.181 (21.2%) 97.8 0.111 (12.0%) 96.2
Large & gradual from D100 to D299 0.202 (24.2%) 98.9 0.118 (12.7%) 94.8
Large & gradual from D200 to D299 0.186 (21.9%) 99.2 0.114 (12.3%) 95.3
Small & sharp from D200 to D203 0.185 (21.8%) 98.1 0.118 (12.7%) 93.7
Large & sharp from D200 to D207 0.226 (26.7%) 96.7 0.151 (16.2%) 86.0

Fluctuation Biweekly cycle from D1 0.221 (24.5%) 89.9 0.114 (12.3%) 94.8
Monthly cycle from D1 0.200 (22.5%) 93.7 0.121 (13.1%) 92.3
Quarterly cycle from D1 0.188 (21.5%) 96.7 0.114 (12.3%) 93.7
Monthly cycle from D100 0.201 (22.5%) 93.7 0.108 (11.6%) 96.2
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Greater errors were observed with longer trends in reporting rate changes. For example, when reporting rates from day
1e365 were gradually reduced by 94%, we observed that the MAE for Rt was significantly higher at 0.24, changing to 0.20
when the reporting rates started to change at day 100 which was set at an 85% decrease in reporting rates. Should reporting
rates remain fixed before day 100 and after day 299, resulting in a 72% decrease in reporting rates, the error was comparably
0.20 while a later start of reporting rate to decrease from day 200, which led to a 40% decline by day 299, caused a smaller
MAE of 0.19. When the reductions in reporting rates for the four situations aforementioned were smaller at 30%, 23%, 18% and
10% respectively, the MAE for Rt estimates reduced to approximately 0.18. Furthermore, a sharp decrease from day 200 to day
203, resulting in a decrease of 33% for reporting rates, had a similar MAE of 0.19 to that of gradual change observations.

For periodically fluctuating reporting rates where the range of fluctuation is 0.82e1.22 times of the original value, the
effect of an early change did not necessarily result in greater errors in Rt estimates, though for mt, a later start by 99 days
brought down the error by 0.1 and increased SCR by 4%. An increase in the length of a cycle, such as from a biweekly to
monthly length, resulted in reducedMAE by 0.02 and increased SCR by 4% but no such patternswere observed for mt (Table 3).

We further explored how non-constant reporting rates affected estimation errors with the extension of inference window.
We focused on the scenario of sharp decreasing in reporting rates from day 200 to day 207, when we observed the large
estimation errors for both Rt and mt . We fixed the left end of the inference window to be day 1 and gradually extended the
right end from day 200 to day 365. We performed estimations for this scenario and the scenario with constant reporting rates
respectively and compared the estimation errors between these two scenarios for different time points (Fig. 4, Fig. S10). For
both Rt and mt estimates, the greatest difference took place in the first few days after the start of the change. For Rt estimates,
the difference first increased dramatically, peaking at 2.4% when the inference end day was 216 while for mt estimates, a
maximum gap of 1.5% was observed on the 6th day.
3.7. Performance of EpiMix in a low-incidence scenario

To test EpiMix's performance in low-incidence scenario, we simulated another set of case counts by starting with a smaller
initial case count value I0 ¼ 20 using the same Rt and mt as the previous subsections (Table 4, Fig. S11). In this time series, the
majority (92%) of daily case counts had nomore than 50 cases and themaximum case count was 158.We estimated Rt s and mt
s with EpiMix and compared the results with those by EpiFilter (Fig. S12), finding that the mean absolute error of point
estimates was 0.2 (23% of the true value) for Rt by EpiMix and 0.12 (12% of the true value) for mt. By contrast, errors by EpiFilter
were on average 0.42 (52% of the true value) and 0.23 (24% of the true value) respectively. In addition, the successful coverage
rates for both Rt and mt estimates by EpiMix exceeded 95% but those for EpiFilter were 63% and 36% respectively.
4. Results

To demonstrate the method's applicability in reality, we applied EpiMix to estimate the time-varying reproduction
number, Rt , in two Western Pacific countries, namely Singapore and New Zealand. Both countries had relatively low case
counts for an extended period in 2021, making estimation of Rt more challenging. In the main analysis, we employed the full
model with the longest possible inference window to estimate the Rts, but our sensitivity analyses showed minimal changes
would have been brought by different models (Tables S6eS8).
Fig. 4. Comparison of mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) in the estimated Rt s and mt s when inference start time was fixed as day 1 and the end time was
gradually postponed from day 200 to day 365, between the cases when reporting rate was constant and when there was a sharp, large increase in reporting rate
from day 200e207.
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Table 4
Fits of Rt and mt in terms of mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and successful coverage rate (SCR) when different methods
(namely, EpiMix and EpiFilter) were used for estimation in the low-incidence scenario. Since EpiFilter does not provide mt estimates, we instead used Rt
estimates to compare with the observed mt s. The assessment window was from day 1 to day 365 and posterior means were used as point estimates.

Method Fit of Rt : MAE (MAPE) Fit of Rt : SCR(%) Fit of mt : MAE (MAPE) Fit of mt : SCR (%)

EpiMix 0.200 (23.4%) 96.7 0.115 (12.3%) 97.3
EpiFilter 0.422 (51.9%) 35.9 0.226 (24.1%) 63.0
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4.1. COVID-19 in Singapore

As reporting rates were likely to change with the introduction of the Home Recovery Programme (HRP) in October 2021,
we considered two time periods: a 9-month period from January 1 to September 30, 2021, and a one-year period that ended
on December 31, 2021, to check whether EpiMix was able to reasonably reproduce case counts when differences in reporting
rates exist.

Estimates were similar for both time periods especially when the case counts were greater than 10 (Fig. 5). The mean
absolute difference between the expected values for the posterior predictive distributions of community case counts and the
observed values was 1.60 when the inference windowwas one year. This reduced to 1.13 when the inference windowwas the
first nine months of the year. In the latter case, the Rt point estimates for Singapore have a mean of 1 (IQR: 0.84e1.35) and
peaked on July 14, 2021 at 7.95. When changing the inference window to a year, we estimated that Rt peaked on the same day
though at a slightly lower level of 7.08. For the period between mid-March and mid-April 2021, however, disparities were
Fig. 5. (a) Imported and autochthonous case counts in Singapore from January 1 to September 30, 2021 (before the start of HRP); (b) The corresponding Rt and mt
estimates by EpiMix for that time interval; (c) Comparison between Rt estimates by EpiMix using on two different inference windowsdone from January 1 to
September 30, 2021 and the other from January 1 to December 31, 2021; (d) Comparison between mt estimates by EpiMix using the two different inference
windows aforementioned.
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observed in both Rt and mt estimates, but overall, the mean absolute differences between Rt and mt point estimates were 0.11
and 0.12 respectively.

The sensitivity analysis on the impact of imported cases showed that fits of both Rt and mt over the time interval January to
September 2021 were similar when the infectiousness of imported cases was introduced to themodel as a contributing factor
of predicted case counts additional to Rt and local infectiousness (Fig. S14). The 95% CrIs overlapped for 66% of the period
where the differences in the upper bound for the 95% CrIs of Rt were smaller than 0.1 for 66% of the days while the percentage
for the corresponding lower bound was 87%; for mt, the differences were 57% and 73% respectively. The posterior means of Rt
and mt from May 2021 were almost identical with a median difference of 0.004 (IQR: 0e0.01) and a maximum of 0.13 in July.
Imported cases on average caused both Rt and mt estimates to lower by 0.25 from mid-February to the end of March when
there were almost no autochthonous cases and the total case counts were dominated by imported cases.

4.2. COVID-19 in New Zealand

In New Zealand, no more than 230 cases were reported on any individual day in 2021 (Fig. 6). When there were no re-
ported cases for 50 consecutive days, the infection potential became 0 and the Poisson model would fail due to the 0 mean.
Therefore, we started estimating from August 19, 2021, 2 days after the first COVID-19 case since April was reported.

Model performance was fair with an average absolute difference of 2.36 between actual case counts and the expectation
from the posterior predictive distributions. The Rt point estimates decreased rapidly from 4 at the beginning of the wave
(August 19) to 1 by the end of August 2021, while the range of the 95% CrIs decreased simultaneously from 4 to 0.4. The mt
point estimates dropped from 3 on August 19 to 0.6 on September 1, 2021 and the range for 95% CrIs also fell from 2 to 0.3 over
the same period of time. From September to December, the estimates fluctuated around 1with a standard deviation of 0.17 for
mt and 0.31 for Rt. The range for mt point estimates (0.55e1.28) was also smaller than that for Rt (0.44e2.53) but their
interquartile ranges were relatively similar (mt: 0.86e1.10; Rt: 0.81e1.17).

5. Discussion

In this paper, we developed a novel approach, termed EpiMix, which provides robust estimates of the time-varying
effective reproduction number, Rt . Based on the Poisson transmission model specified in Cori et al.‘s work (Cori et al.,
2013), we added pooled information of exogeneous factors, denoted as the X covariate matrix, in the estimation process
to reduce the uncertainty of the Rt estimates, particularly when case data are too scarce to be the only source of information.
This is achieved by the generalized linear regression utilized in the model, in which the logarithm of Rt is constrained by its
mean, log mt , a projection of the vector Xt,, the covariates' values at time step t. Meanwhile, a longer inference windowmeans
more information is accumulated, which in any case would be advised to facilitate better estimation. Furthermore, flat,
uninformative priors are used in this Bayesian framework to ensure the estimates are data-driven and hence potentially to
better recover the transmission potential than currently popular approaches (Parag, 2021). A simulation study (Table 1) was
conducted to validate the results.

Variations in the X covariate values in the model are directly captured by the changes in mt estimates, which are deter-
ministic exponential functions of the linear combinations of the covariates’ effects. This approach shares similarities with
EpiRegress and the method proposed by Flaxman et al. (Flaxman et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2022). Periodicity was observed in
estimates of mt in both the simulations and case studies, probably because mobility patterns, an important driver of the linear
predictors (Table 1), tended to have a weekly cycle. Compared with mt estimates, those of Rt were less stable and more
Fig. 6. (a) Imported and autochthonous case counts in New Zealand from August 19 to December 31, 2021; (b) The corresponding Rt and mt estimates by EpiMix
for that time interval.
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sensitive to changes in the daily case counts, as the innovative incorporation of the random noises εt s in EpiMix allowed them
to better approximate the true values. The differences between the logarithms of Rt and mt estimates, εt s, however, could be
interpreted as the effects wrought by changes in unobserved factors, such as the susceptible population (Cori et al., 2013).

Another significant advantage of EpiMix is its computational efficiency, providing rapid estimations of Rt s for one year in
less than 5 s in the previous simulation studies. This is attributed to the INLA approach, which approximates the posterior
marginal distributions of the hyperparameters (Blangiardo et al., 2013) instead of doing posterior sampling which more
conventional Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) methods (Gelman et al., 2021) utilize. EpiMix therefore circumvents
common issues in the McMC estimation process such as slow convergence and poor mixing (Paul et al., 2010). INLA can also
produce deterministic estimation results (Beguin et al., 2012), enabling the reproducibility of the Rt estimates by EpiMix if the
same datasets and parameters are used. More importantly, thesemerits are not at the expense of accuracy. Estimations results
by INLA and McMC have proven to be alike (De Smedt et al., 2015; Rue et al., 2017).

Furthermore, as is shown in simulation results, EpiMix allows for the flexible selection of covariates for estimation. Since
effects of individual covariates might not be identifiable due to the strong correlations, the covariate matrix in the model only
serves as additional information that reduces the uncertainty caused by the scarcity of case information. The introduction of
the noise item reduces the possibility that the Rt estimates are driven by extreme linear combinations of the entries in the
matrix, allowing them to be more flexible and adaptable to the frequently complex epidemiological reality.

The simulation results (Tables 1e2, SI Table S3eS4) also indicate that the performance of the models (in terms of errors
and successful coverage rates of the estimates) was not sensitive to the specific variables included. The reduced model in
which we excluded the health-relatedmeasures, for example, had the same error (0.18) of posterior means for Rt estimates as
the full model, while the error for mt point estimates slightly increased by 0.005. The successful coverage rates of the 95% CrIs
were also over 95% for both mt and Rt . Moreover, for themis-specifiedmodel where additional weather-related variables were
included compared to the reduced model, the errors for the point estimates of both mt and Rt were even slightly smaller than
those for either the full model or the reduced model.

This robustness is partly because of the mutual dependence between different covariates, since variations in the estimates
are largely explained by those of the covariates. In the cases where too few covariates were included, however, the errors were
relatively larger and the coverage rates of the estimated 95% credible intervals decreased significantly, especially for those of
mt s, which are more sensitive to the variables considered in the model. The strong correlations, however, make it challenging
for EpiMix to assess each individual covariate's impact on transmissibility.

Although the model was built under the assumption of static reporting rates over the inference window (Cori et al., 2013),
EpiMix still managed to give reliable estimates when some small variations in the rate were introduced in the simulations
(Table 3). Still, EpiMix may fail to produce desirable results if the change is great or sudden, especially when the inference end
time is only days after the rate stops to change. The limitation, however, is intrinsic and can hardly be alleviated unless exact
changes in reporting rates or the actual case counts are recovered, as Flaxman et al. did by substituting number of deaths
(Flaxman et al., 2020) for case counts in the model.

We should be cautious to apply EpiMix if there are no cases reported for many successive time steps, i.e., a period longer
than the maximum interval with non-zero infection probability in the serial interval distribution. Though under a regression
framework, EpiMix may still provide estimates as long as the case counts are not always zero, the extreme values and large
credible intervals make the results unreliable. This problem is inevitable when a Poisson relationship is assumed between
case counts and the effective reproduction numbers, since if the number of consecutive time stepswith no cases before a time
step t is long enough tomake the infectiousness zero, the probability for no cases on day t is always 1 for any arbitrary value of
Rt while that for a positive case count can never be positive unless the corresponding Rt equals to infinity. In this case, many
other prevailingmethods, including EpiFilter and EpiEstim, are not applicable either andwe need to seek for a new estimation
approach.

Despite the limitations mentioned above, EpiMix, we believe, remains a powerful tool for estimating a pathogen's
transmission potential and predicting its spread in community. The hybrid approach, which creatively combines regression
with the principles of the widely-used EpiEstim method, yields precise estimates of the instantaneous reproduction number
straight-forwardly and quickly with little additional assumptions. It is simple to comprehend and ready to use. More
importantly, apart from COVID-19, EpiMix can be adopted to investigate outbreaks of any other infectious diseases if elements
required for estimation, including case data, serial interval distribution and time series of factors that potentially influence the
epidemic curve, are accessible.
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